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Macquarie Telecom reveals
why it wants Bulletproof
Macquarie Telecom's proposed $17.9 million acquisition of Bulletproof Networks will
streamline its entry into the public cloud market and allow it to immediately tap into
demand for Amazon and Azure services, according to Macquarie Cloud Services
group exec James Mystakidis. He told CommsDay that Bulletproof's private cloud
technologies and platforms also aligned well with those of Macquarie, giving it a potential integration advantage should the
move go ahead.
Despite the obvious advantages for Macquarie, however, Mystakidis (right) revealed that it was Bulletproof that had initiated
the initial acquisition talks some five months ago. He said both
companies' boards had held talks on a regular basis since then,
with the proposal accelerating when Bulletproof CEO and cofounder Anthony Woodward agreed to facilitate a share purchase
of just over 16% in the company.
As previously reported in CommsDay, Macquarie Telecom made an off-market bid
to acquire the group through its wholly-owned subsidiary Macquarie Cloud Services.
The offer price of $0.11 per share values Bulletproof’s share capital at approximately
$17.9 million, representing a 64.2% premium to the closing price of Bulletproof
shares on 17 November.
Despite Bulletproof initiating the acquisition talks, the company has not yet formally indicated whether it will accept the bid. It issued a statement saying that with regard
to the involvement of Woodward in the offer, Bulletproof has established an independent subcommittee of the board – which comprises all of the directors of Bulletproof other than Woodward and David Paterson, who is on sick leave – to evaluate
the offer and manage potential conflicts of interest.
The committee has appointed a legal advisor to assist it in its evaluation of the offer, and if the offer proceeds intends to appoint an independent expert to assess it.
However, the committee has also advised shareholders to take no action until it has
had the opportunity to evaluate the offer.
WIN-WIN? According to Mystakidis, the proposed acquisition would represent a good
fit for both companies.
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“Their board and our board have had very regular dialogue to get to where we are
today,” he told CommsDay. “They have some very talented staff that we respect and we
see them being a part of our business into the future. This is about growth and we see
that together we bring a very strong balance sheet that they would be able to leverage,
and right now that's something they don't have.”
“Ultimately we have a very strong service culture – we have one of the best net promoter scores in the world at +81, which for a cloud services business is very strong –
and we think that we bring a lot of stability and great service to their customers, so
their customer segment has got a lot to look forward to.
Mystakidis noted that the two companies had been competitors for some time and
Macquarie's cloud services team understood their business well. While Bulletproof's
cloud business is complementary, the part that Macquarie stands to gain is the public
cloud business, both the consulting arm and managed services.
“Over the last three years we've been very successful around our hybrid IT story and
the market numbers speak volumes to that. And we feel that by including public cloud
capability it completes our hybrid IT story for our customers and the marketplace. So
that's something that's very attractive,” he said.
He also noted that buying Bulletproof's public cloud capabilities would provide a
quicker market entry than developing the capabilities in-house. “I think they've got
good momentum there, they've got $15 to $20 million worth of public cloud and services revenue. There's a lot of scale and momentum there that would take us some time
to establish a similar sort of scale,” Mystakidis said.
On the private cloud side, both companies use similar technologies based on
VMware. “We are the largest VMware partner in Australia, so that's a strong fit for us,”
he said.
The Macquarie offer is conditional, including that Macquarie achieve at least 90%
acceptances and no material adverse change in the business conditions or financial prospects of Bulletproof. The full terms and conditions of the offer are expected to be dispatched to Bulletproof shareholders in early December.
Geoff Long

Asian innovation fund tips
S$70 million into MyRepublic
NBN RSP challenger MyRepublic, which has also already been active for some time in
markets outside Australia including Singapore and New Zealand, has scored a S$70
million (A$68m) investment from Singapore-founded global financial services player
Makara Capital.
The funding is the first investment made through Makara’s S$1 billion Makara Innovation Fund, focused on “taking IP-strong businesses global.”
“The MIF recognises MyRepublic as an industry trailblazer that has broken global
industry records for turning EBITDA positive within two years of entering each new
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market. This has never been done before by any other company in the telecommunications space. MyRepublic is currently operating in Singapore, Indonesia, Australia and
New Zealand,” said the firm in a media statement.
“MyRepublic's unique lean operating model positions it at the vanguard of the telecommunications sector’s digital transformation in one of the most exciting growth regions of the world. The Fund’s investment capital aims to enable the company’s growth
ambitions, with a focus on IP management and monetisation, scaling and expansion,”
said Makara Capital investments director Kelvin Tan.
PARTNER: “In addition to providing growth-stage capital, MIF has proven to be a valuable partner that recognises MyRepublic as an industry trailblazer, reinventing the economics of telecommunications. We have a deep appreciation of MIF’s differentiated
investment approach, and share its vision for scaling up dynamic enterprises and supporting internationalisation,” said MyRepublic CEO Malcolm Rodrigues.
“We have been developing our proprietary cloud platform for the past five years,
which has enabled us to deploy a single operational platform across countries and
break industry records by turning EBITDA-positive within two years of entering each
new market. The investment will supercharge the platform’s development, support our
aggressive growth path to expand our regional footprint within a record-breaking
timeframe and deliver an even wider range of services.”
Petroc Wilton

Gov’t opens priority locations
round for black spots program
Communications minister Mitch Fifield has kicked off the tender process for the latest
round of the mobile black spot program, which will see $60 million of federal funding
combined with carrier investment and state and local government contributions to expand coverage in 106 priority locations. Vodafone hopes to participate, while Optus
has said it will review the opportunity – as will Telstra, which will today launch the
250th site it has built under the program so far.
The previous two rounds of the program have seen well over 300 new or improved
basestations built, with a federal commitment of $160 million; those, along with normal commercial expansion of carrier networks, have already addressed 19 of the 125
priority locations that were originally flagged during the 2016 federal election campaign. Telstra, Vodafone and Optus are expected to complete the total of 765 basestations funded so far under the program, plus the 106 remaining priority sites in this latest round, by the end of 2018.
Fifield said that the federal government’s commitment of $220 million to the program so far had attracted “a total funding pool worth more than $650 million, including co-contributions from state governments, mobile network operators and third party
organisations.”
Optus said that it would continue to look at various co-funding opportunities “such
as those provided by participating in the mobile black spots program priority round.”
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“Mobile competition and choice in regional communities remains a priority for Optus
which is evidenced by our commitment to invest $1 billion to bring 500 new mobile
towers to regional Australia by mid-2018,” it added
Telstra also said that it would review each location proposed in the priority round
“and decide how we can best maximise coverage for Australians in regional remote areas.” The firm has won the bulk of site tenders in the program so far; indeed, it noted
that it was building basestations in 577 locations through the first and second rounds,
“more than double all of our competitors combined.” CommsDay understands that
CEO Andy Penn will today open the 250th such site in Winton, Queensland.
Vodafone, which is currently rolling out 74 sites under the black spots program, said
that it was a strong supporter of the initiative’s fundamental principles and added that
“we hope to be able to participate in the latest round.” The telco, which has been
knocked back in its efforts to get mobile domestic roaming declared, also highlighted
the final recommendation of the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
in the recent draft report from its telecommunications sector market study. This suggested that “implementing open access requirements for [programs like the black spots
initiative] will deliver greater benefits to competition and consumers.”
“The ACCC has noted that previous rounds do not appear to have sufficiently taken
competition into account and has recommended subsidised sites include open roaming
obligations to deliver increased benefits to consumers,” commented chief strategy officer Dan Lloyd. “We assume that government will be implementing the ACCC’s recommendation to ensure the best value for taxpayer subsidies.”
The black spots program to date has not been without its share of controversy and
contention. As previously revealed in CommsDay, for example, shadow regional
comms minister Stephen Jones has noted that Telstra has received the largest share of
subsidies under the program and has called on government counterpart Fiona Nash to
set a “clear prioritisation of objectives” for the initiative going forwards; to bring in
open-access requirements for publicly funded sites; and to use more evidence-based site
selection.
Petroc Wilton

Telstra rated highly as digital innovation
leader in physical retail: Globaldata
With Amazon due to launch locally any day now in Australia, telcos are capitalising on
the application of digital smarts to the world of physical retail to help them achieve digital transformation. And Telstra is already a world leader in retail innovation according
to Globaldata London-based analyst Andreas Olah.
“Telstra offers various digital retail solutions that are more advanced than offerings
by many other major telcos,” Olah told CommsDay. “These include Wi-Fi hotspots for
stores, machine-to-machine communication for Internet of Things devices, and point-of
-sales solutions. Telstra's own flagship stores in Melbourne and Sydney provide the best
examples for a connected retail environment that focuses on customer experience
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through technology, including interactive kiosks and tablets.”
However, the world leader in telco-enhanced retail is BT, according to Olah. “Many
retail decision-makers have visited BT's
concept store at its innovation centres
around the world. While we are not
aware of a retailer applying all the technologies that are possible as part of the
concept, some retailers got encouraged
to try out parts of it, such as interactive
digital signage, RFID tags or near field
communications readers that connect
to customers' mobile phones.”
“BT's concept store has helped the
telco to lift its image among retailers
and showcases its capabilities in retailTelstra store in Sydney
specific areas that go well beyond a telco's traditional network and communications solutions. While digital retail is still a
niche area for BT, it provides major opportunities over the next few years that competing telcos are expected to target more aggressively. BT is in a favourable position by introducing a holistic concept at this early stage, which also helps it to become more relevant outside the UK in global markets from the US to Japan,” Olah added.
Most telcos, however, are still just differentiating on fixed line broadband and phone
service and slowly adding analytics, IoT connected devices, and security.
“Telcos still need to shrug off their traditional fixed-line image and build out retail
expertise by hiring skilled consultants, developers and data scientists,” Olah said. In
doing so they do risk getting into key partners’ territory and face a head-on clash with
systems integrators when competing for digital leadership in retail.
But the skill sets of telcos place them in a strong position to help them serve the
needs of today’s retail market. “Millennial shoppers tend to prefer using digital channels while visiting physical stores, such as browsing products on their mobile phone
that should be linked to local information about the store inventory and special offers.
It is important that different channels such as online, mobile and brick-and-mortar are
seamlessly integrated, and that they can be combined as customers wish, e.g. by choosing click-and-collect or home delivery from stores. Retailers need to create a store experience that is efficient and entertaining, which may involve augmented or virtual reality
tools, in-store cafes and mobile point-of-sales for checkout from anywhere in the store,”
Olah said.
“While some retailers have strong IT expertise in-house or are tied into long contracts with their technology suppliers, others could benefit from their telco’s digital and
vertical-focused expertise, and may be surprised by how innovative these previously
state-owned utilities have become.”
Grahame Lynch
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NBN Co pushes on with
connected infrastructure trial
NBN Co is poised to kick off a technical trial of its non-premises Ethernet bitstream
service for smart transport infrastructure, an offering that could ultimately open up a
new stream of revenue for the national network builder via connectivity to a specific
subset of Internet of Things devices.
The firm started seeking expressions of interest from service providers for the technical trial back in January this year; the testing will start from next Monday and run for
up to 17 weeks, conducted in ready for service FTTN and FTTP areas within New
South Wales, Victoria and/or Queensland. Participating service providers will have to
lock in agreements with transport authority endusers, allowing NBN to extend its network to specified sites.
According to NBN Co, “the technical trial is intended to field-test the technical feasibility of supplying the NEBS to nonpremises end-point locations at transport infrastructure sites to enable service providers to supply telecommunications services in connection with transport infrastructure such as traffic lights.” The firm has reportedly already run other trials to establish whether its Ethernet service is fit for this particular
purpose.
With NBN Co’s business case finely balanced around its target rate of return, any
potential additional revenue sources would be a welcome boost for the company. And,
as previously reported by CommsDay, smart city lobby group the Australian Smart
Communities Association has been calling since earlier this year to have non-premises
connections explicitly recognised in NBN policy. However, since the inception of the
project in 2009, attempts to expand the scope of NBN beyond its core mandate have
often generated strong opposition either in public or behind the scenes.
Petroc Wilton

NextDC aims to hold on to
strategic stake in “landlord” APDC
National data centre provider NextDC is unlikely to relinquish its shareholding in Asia
Pacific Data Centre group, according to NextDC chairman Douglas Flynn. Speaking at
the company's annual general meeting in Sydney, he said it was important to keep a significant stake in its key landlord.
NextDC had been locked in a battle for control of APDC with property investment
group 360 Capital. APDC owns the properties that house NextDC’s Sydney, Melbourne and Perth datacentres.
360 Capital advised that its unconditional all-cash offer of $1.95 per security lapsed
earlier this week, leaving it with a 67.31% interest in APDC. However, Flynn told
NextDC shareholders that it was important that it keep its own 29.2% stake in APDC.
In late July NextDC had proposed an unconditional, all-cash, off-market takeover
offer of $1.87. Flynn said its aim was to own a greater proportion of the properties in
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which it operates.
“The Board believes the interests of NextDC are well served by holding a significant
interest in its main landlord and now owns 29.2% of the securities in APDC, acquired
at a weighted average price of $1.81,” he told shareholders.
APDC will today hold its own AGM, with two 360 Capital nominated directors expected to be appointed to the board. The current board of APDC has also indicated it
will resign shortly after the AGM. It is also proposed that two independent directors
will be appointed.
NEXTDC STRONG START TO FY18: Meanwhile, NextDC CEO Craig Scroggie told
shareholders that the company had made a strong start to FY18.
“FY18 is a pivotal year for the company as we grow the national footprint to a projected capacity of 126MW across Australia with the introduction of B2, M2 and S2. In
addition to these new developments, it is also operationally a significant year where we
have undertaken a core systems and technology platforms replacement that will support the company’s growth into the future,”
Scroggie said.
He also confirmed earlier guidance from August. This includes
revenues in the range of $146 million to $154 million, up 18% to
25% from $123.6 million achieved in FY17.
EBITDA is expected to increase from $49 million in FY17 to the range of $56 million to $61 million in FY18, reflecting growth of between 14% and 25%, and capital
expenditure is forecast at between $220 million to $240 million.
Geoff Long

OPTUS ENLISTS KEVIN PIETERSEN FOR STREAMING AD CAMPAIGN
Optus has enlisted former international cricketer Kevin Pietersen to promote its mobile
streaming options for live cricket this season. In an amusing new commercial, Pietersen
combines with a number of current Australian cricketers to show a prototype of a
hands-free cricket device for watching the cricket. However, the main aim is to promote
streaming of matches that are data-free on Optus plans. Optus signed a deal in 2015
with Cricket Australia for mobile streaming rights and also has content on its Optus
Sports broadband packages. Optus head of TV and content, Corin Dimopoulos, said
customers wanted to be able to access sport and entertainment when on the go without
using their data. “Optus customers on eligible post paid mobile plans can stream this
summer’s cricket live and data free via the Cricket Australia Live app,” she said.
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AT&T launches dNOS push
to support SDN, white box hardware
AT&T has issued an official call to the industry to develop what it describes as a
‘disaggregated network operating system’ in order to support open software-based network infrastructure that operates on open hardware platforms, or so-called white box
routers.
The telco put out a new white paper to detail its vision for dNOS, which will separate the network operating system from underlying router hardware and define application programming interfaces that will open up the whole architecture to new management features and applications developers.
According to AT&T Labs ‘Domain 2.0’ architecture and design SVP Chris Rice, the
white paper is intended to be a “conversational starter.” “We want to get hardware and
software makers, open source developers, telecom companies, standards bodies and
others to others to start thinking about how we can all push this concept forward,”
Rice said.
AT&T has made no secret of its desire to transition its network to software-enabled
systems and has a goal to have 75% of its network running via software by 2020. By the
end of this year, AT&T expects 55% of its systems will be software driven.
At the same time, AT&T has already been testing white box solutions from multiple
vendors and has come out with its own universal customer premise equipment called
Flexware, which it developed and sourced directly from original equipment manufacturers.
In its latest strategy, however, AT&T goes beyond its own infrastructure and is calling for an industry wide program to standardise on an open network operating system,
similar to its effort in the management and network orchestration space with the Open
Network Automation Platform.
Part of AT&T’s reasoning is that new technologies such as Intel’s DPDK, YANG
models and new silicon advancements from Broadcom have “created a robust ecosystem of networking applications and building blocks that should be used to create an
industry-standard NOS.” On the other side of the coin, AT&T asserts that such a NOS
is necessary for service providers to keep up with demand.
“Data traffic is surging and new customer networking applications (e.g., SD-WAN
VPN, IoT networking, and movement of applications into the Cloud) are taking off,”
AT&T said. “A new approach is needed for router platform development and procurement.”
Under AT&T’s proposal, dNOS will consists of three main components: a control
plane, a data plane and a base operating system layer.
What AT&T describes is not exactly new, since software-defined networking projects
such as Openflow already detailed the disaggregation of the control plane with the data
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plane on routing systems. Even the disaggregation of the OS from the hardware is not a
new idea; vendors such as Juniper have already virtualised their OS and made it available for running third party hardware platforms.
However, AT&T’s proposal goes a step further than previous efforts in that it calls
for a completely new, industry-standard OS platform that can run on any hardware, i.e.
white box routers. Presumably, this OS would effectively replace the proprietary OS
platforms from traditional vendors.
More importantly, AT&T is clearly taking an open source approach to dNOS, which
could distant traditional solutions from the value chain.
“As the effort matures, AT&T will evolve its router-platform sourcing process to give
preference to dNOS vendors whose products (or committed product-roadmap) are
based on using this platform,” AT&T said. To that end, the company added that it had
some 100,000 IP/MPLS routers in its network that potentially need replacing with the
new systems.
Tony Chan

Mobile roaming, VoIP/VoLTE
to drive growth in wholesale telecoms: BICS
A new report compiled by international wholesale telco BICS has identified roaming
mobile data, along with voice-of-IP and voice-over-LTE, as key drivers for growth in the
sector. In the inaugural BICS report, the Brussels-based operator forecasted strong appetite for mobile data roaming traffic, which is expected to more than triple from
368.7Petabytes in 2017, to some 1,228PB by 2020.
“The past two years has seen a sharp rise in the number of operators offering LTE
roaming services, with growth areas identified in Africa, Asia and South America, and
tier two and three operators launching LTE roaming services for the first time in a
number of countries,” BICS said, adding that “the introduction of ‘all-you-can-eat’ unlimited roaming data plans by operators in the US – and increasingly elsewhere – coupled with the EU’s roaming regulation, will further drive data usage by mobile roamers
on a global scale.”
Even with the expected growth of roaming traffic, the report identified plenty of potential growth in the space. According to the report, nearly half (43.9%) of international roamers are still ‘silent’ when it came to data usage, a figure that is expected to decline between 17% to 50% by 2020 depending on the region.
Meanwhile, the report found that traditional voice is migrating to new platforms,
namely voice-over-IP and voice-over-LTE.
“While traditional voice is declining and is expected to have reached its tipping
point this year, VoIPX traffic is expected to increase by 22% [in 2017],” BICS said.
“The coming years will also see a surge in international VoLTE traffic, which is expected to grow by a compounded annual growth rate of 99.3% over the next four
years.”
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The Internet of Things was also identified as a key growth contributor going forward, at least for the number of connections.
“IoT devices are set to surpass mobile phones as the largest category of connected
devices by 2018,” the report said. “However, to successfully realise the full potential of
the IoT, mobile networks need to transform to give enterprises the flexibility and autonomy needed to manage the rapidly expanding IoT ecosystem.”
In addition to areas of potential growth, the report also warned of continual threats
from fraud. Drawing data from its own system and FraudGuard solution, BICS said it
managed to prevent US$340 million in wholesale exposure and blocked some 38.1 million fraud attempt calls last year.
Tony Chan

HUAWEI SUPPLIES 35B VDSL, GFAST TO PLDT
Huawei will supply PLDT in the Philippines with SuperVector and Gfast networks. SuperVector is the Huawei brand name for its version of 35B VDSL, which provide bandwidth of up to 300 Mbit/s. PLDT plans to provide 5 million users with bandwidth of
at least 100 Mbps and offer 800 Mbps services in over 100 high-value buildings by
2018.
PHILIPPINES INVITES CHINA TO BECOME THIRD CARRIER
Philippines president Rodrigo Duterte has reportedly extended an invitation to Chinese companies to enter its telecoms sector. According to local reports, the offer was
made during a meeting between Duterte and Chinese premier Li Keqiang and included the “privilege” to set up a new telecoms operator to compete with the country’s duopoly of PLDT and Globe Telecom.
BROADBAND FORUM WANTS TO DROP THE DOT IN G.FAST
The Broadband Forum said it wants the industry and the media to drop the ‘dot’ in
G.fast and use just Gfast for branding the copper-based last mile access technology. The
reason, according to the Broadband Forum, is the existing G.fast moniker has “several
critical technical issues with Google and Twitter, where breaking Gfast up with the dot
doesn’t work.”
AT&T FAVOURED TO WIN DOJ CASE
Analysts believe AT&T is likely to beat the Department of Justice’s lawsuit over its deal
to acquire Time Warner. “After reviewing DOJ's lawsuit against AT&T-Time Warner
and watching AT&T's press conference, we still see a settlement as possible and, failing
that, we believe AT&T would prevail in court,” Cowen's research team wrote. “DOJ
always bears the burden in court. But here we believe it will face a higher-than-normal
burden because it needs to explain its departure from longstanding clearance of vertical
transactions.”
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OVERNIGHT TELECOM STOCK PRICES (ASX)
Companies
Telstra
TPG
Vocus
Spark
Chorus
Hutchison Australia
Amaysim
Macquarie Telecom
MyNetFone Group
Megaport
Superloop
Over The Wire
Netcomm Wireless
Vita
Inabox
Spirit Telecom
NextDC
Speedcast
2007: TEN YEARS AGO IN COMMSDAY

A new report from Pipe Networks revealed that its proposed PPC1 Sydney-Guam
cable could support up to six fibre pairs, allowing for proposed links to the Gold
Coast and Papua New Guinea as well as a potential branch to New Zealand… Telstra and Alcatel-Lucent defended their soft-switch installation and migration program, bidding to dispel continued speculation over technical difficulties and delays… People Telecom chair Barry Stanton described the firm’s previous fiscal
year results as “disappointing,” underscoring the need for a company-wide transformation program to boost profits.
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